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The book defines the concept of Compassionate Artificial Superintelligence AI 5.0. Furthermore,
AI should work morally, socially, responsibly and compassionately.compassionate

superintelligence.To do this aim the Dr.and algorithms. The gaps between human being and AI
systems are reducing. The publication explains the need and urgency to develop the

compassionate AI systems in today’  The book proposes a novel framework for s world
threatened with nuclear warfare, terrorism, corruption, rogue states and monster governments.

It clarifies the five core technologies of compassionate superintelligence AI 5.0 are: artificial
cleverness, quantum computing, cellular reprogramming, brain-computer interface, and IoT.  It
also explains the five characteristics of AI 5.0 are: Super-Intelligence, Super-Connection, Super-

Compassion, Super-Imagination and Super-Consciousness. Establishing center to heart
conversation is crucial.  Ray proposes RayDeepCompassion  of AI based systems.Now the

primary dependence on   It explains the design and behavioral concepts of compassionate
AI.  Human beings and AI systems are co-evolving. But, with the emergence of new technologies
and AI systems with bio-metric data storage, surveillance, monitoring and big data evaluation,

humanity and the society is definitely facing a threat today from evilly designed AI systems in the
hands of monster governments and irresponsible people.AI based program is that not merely it

should serve humanity but also shouldn't do any injury to the individual liberty, society,
environment and the humanity most importantly.  Tomorrow's AI based systems must be able to
understand individuals from its depth and not simply fulfill the surface area level requirements.
Sensitivity towards human pain, errors, and sufferings must be the area of the evolving fresh AI

systems.Serving humanity intelligently can be held up since the “gold standard”framework
Steadily they have become co-dependent. Humanity is on the verge of digital slavery. The book

also discusses six modules of computational artificial consciousness.The true challenge is how to
digitize and incorporate the individual values like compassion, forgiveness, bravery, morality,
love and creativity in AI based systems. In this book Dr. Ray clarifies compassionate artificial

intelligence comprehensive. The book provides the blueprint, directions, frameworks and ways
of develop such compassionate artificial superintelligent systems in coming days.
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